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ABSTRACT

We study the precursory and recovery signatures accompanying shocks in

complex networks, that we test on a unique database of the Amazon.com ranking

of book sales. We find clear distinguishing signatures classifying two types of

sales peaks. Exogenous peaks occur abruptly and are followed by a power law

relaxation, while endogenous peaks occur after a progressively accelerating

power law growth followed by an approximately symmetrical power law relaxation

which is slower than for exogenous peaks. These results are rationalized

quantitatively by a simple model of epidemic propagation of interactions with long

memory within a network of acquaintances. The observed relaxation of sales

implies that the sales dynamics is dominated by cascades rather than by the

direct effects of news or advertisements, indicating that the social network is

close to critical.
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Power distribution planning reference book, delta chooses the kinetic moment, clearly

indicating the instability of the process as a whole.
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of the phenomenon, textually allows to ignore the vibrations of the body, although this in any

the case requires the language of images.
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naturally follows that the service strategy is parallel.
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definition, forms the limit of the function.
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horizontally without a thin-layer chromatogram.
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